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Abstract. This study develops and tests an integrative model to better understand the mechanisms by which the leadermember exchange (LMX) determines workers’ safety behaviours. The modified theory of planned behaviour (TPB) was
proposed by using attitudinal ambivalence to replace univalent safety attitude. Empirical data were collected from 229 construction workers in China using a detailed questionnaire. Both situational and routine safety violations were considered
in this model. The results showed that LMX had significant effects on both types of safety violations through three mediators from the modified TPB framework. Specifically, attitudinal ambivalence and group safety norm mediated the relationships between LMX and both types workers’ safety violations. However, perceived behavioural control only mediated the
relationship between LMX and individuals’ routine safety violations. Furthermore, this research supported the distinctions
between situational and routine safety violations. The indirect effects of LMX on individuals’ situational safety violations
took place mainly through group safety norm. By contrast, the indirect effects on individuals’ routine safety violations
took place mainly through attitudinal ambivalence and perceived behavioural control. Finally, the theoretical and practical
implications, research limitations, and future directions were discussed. The results provide some meaningful insights into
how to improve safety compliance behaviours from the perspective of supervisor-worker relationships.
Keywords: leader-member exchange, TPB, attitudinal ambivalence, situational safety violations, routine safety violations.

Introduction
The construction industry is one of the most hazardous
industries in the world, which has witnessed high accident
rate leading to huge losses of life and property (Choi, Ahn,
& Lee, 2017a; Fang & Wu, 2013). Despite the increased
efforts to reduce accidents, construction safety has not improved as much as other industries (Jiang, Fang, & Zhang,
2015; Liang, Zhang, & Su, 2018b; Shin, Lee, Park, Moon,
& Han, 2014). Previous studies have recognized that safety
violations are one of the dominant causes of construction
accidents (Fang, C. Wu, & H. Wu, 2015; Fogarty, 2002).
For instance, according to the statistics from the Health
and Safety Executive (HSE), about 80–90% of all occupational incidents that occurred in the United Kingdom were
derived from unsafe behaviours (Li, Fan, & Wu, 2018).
Blackmon and Raghu (1995) proposed that almost 98%
of the accidents were attributed in one way or another to
unsafe behaviours. Therefore, it is pressuring to eliminate
safety violations to further promote construction safety.

Previous studies have emphasized that the relationship
between frontline supervisors and workers is one of the
most important working relationships in the construction
industry, and significantly impacts individual safety performance (Fang et al., 2015; Lingard, Cooke, & Blismas,
2012). Construction workers rely heavily on their supervisors for allocating tasks and being guided and supported
continuously because of the complex and dynamic nature
of construction work. Thus, compared with the middle or
top management, supervisors who interact with workers
most frequently can directly contribute to the improvement of safety environment which determines workers’
safety related perceptions and behaviours (Chih, Kiazad,
Cheng, Lajom, & Restubog, 2017; Zhang, Li, Fang, & Wu,
2017). Furthermore, construction activities are characterized as decentralization and mobility, where frontline
workers have more autonomy to make behaviour decisions discretionally, and change workplace frequently
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(Choi et al., 2017a). These characteristics mean that compulsory norms fail to produce satisfactory effects on safety
violations, while safety performance depends on, to some
extent, the positive relationships between workers and
their supervisors (Wu, Chong, Wang, & Li, 2018). Although previous studies had examined the direct effects of
supervisor–worker relationship on workers’ safety-related
behaviours (Kapp, 2012), they are still limited in interpreting the mediating mechanism underlying the above relationship.
Consistent with prior studies (Chih et al., 2017; Hofmann, Morgeson, & Gerras, 2003), this study uses leader–member exchange (LMX) to capture the dynamic relationships between supervisors and their workers. LMX
literature argued that supervisors form relationships of different quality, ranging from high to low, with their workers (Novak, Farr-Wharton, Brunetto, Shacklock, & Brown,
2017). Specifically, a high-quality LMX relationship which
is characterized by mutual respect, trust, and obligation,
could predict workers’ positive work performance (e.g.,
safety participation) (Lu, Weng, & Lee, 2017). By contrast,
low-quality LMX relationship that is lacking respect and
trust, may lead to negative performance like safety violations (Novak et al., 2017). The conceptualization of LMX
means that it can be used to understand the behavioural
consequence of various forms of supervisor-worker relationship quality. Therefore, this research will explore how
LMX, which measures supervisor-worker relationship
quality, impacts workers’ safety violations within the construction crew.
According to the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB),
one of the most widely used psychological models explaining safety behaviours (Phipps, Beatty, & Parker, 2015), personal attitude alongside subjective norms and perceived
behavioural control are three determinants of intention engaging in behaviours (Ajzen, 1991). Accordingly,
this paper aims to investigate the underlying mechanism
through which supervisor–worker relationship influences
workers’ safety violations based on the framework of TPB.
Traditional research regarding the TPB often included a
univalent safety attitude which was predominantly divided into either positive or negative attitude. However, this
univalent safety attitude is not consistent with the psychological conflicts when an individual violates safety rules
on-site (Liang, Lin, Zhang, & Su, 2018a). It’s a universal
phenomenon on the construction site when workers know
safety violations are risky, but they cannot stop such behaviours because of production goal (Xu, Zou, & Luo, 2018).
According to review by Alper and Karsh (2009) on safety
violations, violations are rarely committed with intentions
for causing harms. Attitudinal ambivalence refers to the
extent to which an individual simultaneously holds both
positive and negative attitudes toward an object or behaviour, which could better capture above psychological characteristics during committing safety violations (Cacioppo,
Gardner, & Berntson, 1997). Prior research had proved the
positive connection of attitudinal ambivalence to workers’
safety violations (Cavazza & Serpe, 2009). Accordingly, it’s

more explanatory to use a modified TPB framework where
the safety attitude is replaced by attitudinal ambivalence
toward safety compliance (AASC) to reveal the mediating
role between LMX and safety violations.
According to previous research (Halbesleben,
D. S. Wakefield, & B. J. Wakefield, 2008; Liang, et al.,
2018a), safety violations are categorized into routine and
situational violations based on whether situational constraints are the main cause for violations. The situation
when workers work around some safety procedures to
achieve organizational benefits or personal gain is identified as routine violations (Hansez & Chmiel, 2010). By contrast, situational safety violations are driven by situational
constraints, where it is difficult for workers to comply with
safety operation rules (Man, Chan, & Wong, 2017). Previous studies had pointed out that situational and routine
safety violations are distinct and are predicted by different factors (Chmiel, Laurent, & Hansez, 2017; Hansez &
Chmiel, 2010). Accordingly, it is necessary to discriminate these two types of safety violations. In the following
section, we will propose a hypothesized model about the
effects of LMX on safety violations where the intermediate indicators are attitudinal ambivalence toward safety
compliance (AASC), subjective norms (SN) and perceived
behavioural control (PBC). The findings of this research
will contribute to understanding the critical role of social
interactions between supervisors and workers; and providing meaningful insights into the further prevention of
safety violations on the construction site.

1. Literature review
In construction industry, supervisors are responsible for the
operational management including planning, organizing and
facilitating the daily task implementation, and giving relevant
technical guidance and support for their crew member (Hardison, Behm, Hallowell, & Fonooni, 2014; Lingard, Cooke, &
Blismas, 2011). Supervisors have the most frequent contacts
with workers, and they are the directly responsible persons
to guarantee good safety performance onsite (Hofmann et al.,
2003; Kapp, 2012; Zohar, 2002). Therefore, compared with
top managers and safety managers, workers’ safety-related
behaviours or performance are more likely to be influenced
by their supervisors and their working relationships (Fang
et al., 2015; Lingard et al., 2012). Despite the importance of
supervisor-worker relationship for safety-related behaviours,
it is still not adequately investigated in the construction area
(Li et al., 2018). Consistent with previous research, this study
uses the LMX to capture the dynamic relationships between
supervisors and their workers. In addition, the underlying
mechanism through which supervisor-worker’s relationship
influences workers’ safety violations will be investigated based
on a modified TPB framework. The hypothesized model will
be developed in the following section.

1.1. Leader-member exchange
The positive role of supervisors’ leadership in safety has
been widely considered in previous studies (Michael, Guo,
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Wiedenbeck, & Ray, 2006; Walumbwa, Cropanzano, &
Goldman, 2011). However, the research on relationship
between supervisors and workers in the safety area is still
lack (Mariani, Curcuruto, Matic, Sciacovelli, & Toderi,
2017). Leader-Member Exchange (LMX) refers to the
quality of supervisor-worker relationship and is considered to be a pivotal variable affecting employee’s workrelated attitudes and behaviours (Detert & Burris, 2007;
Mariani et al., 2017; Nahrgang, Morgeson, & Ilies, 2009;
Walumbwa et al., 2011). This concept is coined from the
social exchange theory which describes how workplace
relationships affect organizational performance (Brandtmann, Scandura, & Trillmich, 1999). The social exchange
theory assumes that the mutual reciprocity develops
over times if individuals experience positive interactions
with their direct leaders or supervisors (Cropanzano &
Mitchell, 2005). The process involves supervisor’s providing social supportive environment and concerning workers’ well-beings, which then make workers committed to
return high performance to the organization (Erdogan,
Bauer, & Taylor, 2015; Golden & Veiga, 2018; Shore &
Wayne, 1993). LMX is one variable that captures the quality of such workplace relationship between supervisor and
workers. Similarly, safety-specific LMX mainly focuses on
the supervisor-worker interactions towards onsite safety
(Michael et al., 2006). Specifically, when supervisors prioritize safety goals and provides adequate information, resources and support to deal with safety issues of workers,
a perception of obligations for workers is expected to be
generated to behave in a safer manner and promote organizational safety performance. By contrast, poor supervisorworker’s relationship (e.g., supervisors present ambiguous
safety goal priorities) will tend to weaken the workers’ obligations to the onsite safety, and increase their tendency
of breaking safety rules (Novak et al., 2017). Considering
that construction industry often suffers from the constant
tension between production and safety (Elmoujaddidi &
Bachir, 2018), high quality supervisor-workers relationship should be necessary to influence workers’ decisions
about whether to break safety rules or not.
Precious studies have revealed that LMX has a positive
effect on workers’ safety-related behaviours (Pan & Lin,
2018). For instance, Lu et al. (2017) and Jiang, F. Li, Y. J. Li,
and R. Li (2017) found that LMX was positively associated with employees’ safety citizenship behaviours. Michael
et al. (2006) suggested that organizations should foster
positive social exchange between their workers and supervisors and enhance the qualities of LMX to reduce workers’ violations and workplace injuries. Although previous
studies have confirmed the positive effects of high-quality
supervisor-worker relationship on the safety outcomes,
they are mainly conducted in the general industries, and
the implications of the supervisor-worker relationship remain relatively unexplored in construction industry (Chih
et al., 2017). However, different from the general industries like the manufacture, construction industry suffers
more from complex and dynamic working environment,
constantly changing workforce, decentralized workplace,
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and workers’ low project identity (Choi, Ahn, & Lee,
2017b; Wu et al., 2018). These unique characteristics make
frontline supervisor-worker relationship much more important for improving safety performance onsite. Accordingly, this research will explore the impact of LMX on safety violations specifically for the construction industry. This
research argues that a high quality LMX relationship, can
provide a platform for ensuring that workers develop positive attitudes towards safety, and eventually reduce workers’ safety violations within the construction crew.

1.2. Modified theory of planned behaviour
Decision-making for specific behaviours are inﬂuenced
by psychological issues, and one of the most reasonable
theories has been suggested for demonstrating human
behaviour is the theory of planned behaviour (TPB) (Javadi, Kadkhodaee, Yaghoubi, Maroufi, & Shams, 2013;
Maichum, Parichatnon, & Peng, 2016). TPB, an extension of the theory of reasoned action (TRA), is a rational
decision-making theory in dealing with behaviours in
question (Conner, Smith, & McMillan, 2003). According
to TPB, human behaviour can be predicted from three
sets of factors, including attitudes, subjective norms and
perceived behaviour control (Yaskova & Zaitseva, 2017).
Attitudes refer to favourable or unfavourable evaluation of
specific behaviours. Subjective norms come from the perception of the expectations of relevant others (e.g., leaders
or co-workers). Perceived behaviour control involves individuals’ confidence that they can perform the behaviours
under investigation. As such, safety-specific framework
of TPB mainly focuses on the prediction towards safety
behaviours (Kim, Reicks, & Sjoberg, 2003; Yuan, Wu, &
Zuo, 2018). TPB has been applied in various research
fields to predict safety-related behaviour such as transportation (Jovanović, Šraml, Matović, & Mićić, 2017), maintenance (Fogarty & Shaw, 2010), and healthcare (Lapkin,
Levett-Jones, & Gilligan, 2015). Safety behaviours can be
understood as the result of the socio-cognitive mediation
process described by the TPB. The more favourable above
three factors (i.e., attitudes) are towards engaging in safety
behaviour, the more likely it is that workers will operate
tasks safely (Lee, Yiu, & Cheung, 2018).
Previous research has also employed TPB to promote
safety behaviours in construction industry. For instance,
Cavazza and Serpe (2010) explored the impact of safety
training programs on unsafe behaviours through three
TPB factors, namely attitudes towards behaviour, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural control. Goh and
Sa’adon (2015) applied the TPB to explore the cognitive
factors leading to the unsafe behaviours of not anchoring
a safety harness when working at height onsite. Suo and
Zhang (2017) developed a questionnaire based on TPB,
and investigated the factors affecting the usage of safety
footwear among Chinese migrating peasant construction
workers. Although previous studies have confirmed that
workers’ safety violations could be explained through the
framework of TPB, they are primarily limited in organiza-
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tional factors (e.g., safety training), or individual characteristics (Yang, Ubeynarayana, Wong, & Guo, 2018), rare
research focused on the influence of the supervisor-worker relationship quality at the crew level. More importantly,
previous research primarily regarded safety attitude as a
univalent concept (i.e., either positive or negative), which
makes it ineffective to capture workers’ psychological conflicts when committing safety violations (Cavazza & Serpe,
2009). Therefore, the causal effect of on-site LMX on worker’s behaviour based on a modified TPB framework where
the safety attitude is replaced by attitudinal ambivalence is
needed to be further explored and discussed.
1.2.1. Attitudinal ambivalence toward safety
compliance
As mentioned above, attitudinal ambivalence toward safety compliance (AASC) refers to the extent to which an
individual simultaneously holds both positive and negative attitudes toward safety compliance. Taking account of
the prioritized production goal, workers normally tend to
operate in an unsafe manner in the complex and dynamic
construction site despite of the potential safety accidents
or injuries. From this standpoint, AASC should be more
accurate than traditional univalent attitude in capturing
the psychological processes of committing safety violations. According to social information processing theory,
work-related attitude could be shaped by interpreting
the social information from immediate work environment (Salancik & Pfeffer, 1978). As such, AASC can be
influenced by social information, which may strengthen
one side of conflicting psychology, and weaken another
(Cavazza & Serpe, 2009). LMX serves as a critical channel that transfers social information from supervisors
to workers, and could be an interpersonal antecedent of
AASC (Al-Atwi, 2016). In high-quality LMX, supervisors
tend to prioritize safety goals, and convey workers consistently that safety is a core project value, which will weaken
workers’ attitudinal ambivalence (Novak et al., 2017). In
contrast, a poor quality of LMX might increase workers’
attitudinal ambivalence toward safety compliance since
supervisors often present ambiguous safety goal priorities
(Novak et al., 2017). Workers with high attitudinal ambivalence tend to give priority temporarily to production
goal, and thus break safety rules (Xu et al., 2018). Accordingly, this research proposes that AASC will mediate the
effect of LMX on individuals’ safety violations. Meanwhile,
workers with a lower AASC will have lower tendency to
engage in either routine safety violations or situational
safety violations (Mohamed, Ali, & Tam, 2009). Based on
these points of predicted direct and mediational effects,
the following hypothesis is proposed:
H1a: LMX will have a negative correlation with AASC.
H1b: AASC will have a positive correlation with individuals’ routine safety violations (IRSV).
H1c: AASC will have a positive correlation with individuals’ situational safety violations (ISSV).

H1d: AASC will mediate the relationship between LMX
and workers’ IRSV.
H1e: AASC will mediate the relationship between LMX
and workers’ ISSV.
1.2.2. Group safety norm
Group safety norm (GSM) indicates social pressure to
perform safety behaviour, namely, what others expect the
individual should perform task safely (Rivis & Sheeran,
2003). According to social cognition theory, individual
workers always try to belong to a social group and adjust
their own behaviours to what they believe is the socially
acceptable within the crew (Roettger et al., 2017). When
perceiving a positive group norm for safety behaviours
(e.g., coworkers helps others’ to achieve safety equipment
when it is not available onsite), individuals will follow
safety rules similarly to fit themselves with their groups
(Liang, et al., 2018a, 2018b), and vice versa. Previous studies have confirmed that supervisors are critical for the
formation of safety-related group norm within the construction crew. For instance, empirical study by Fang et al.
(2015) of the Hong Kong construction industry, indicated
that supervisors impact group-level safety climate, which
in turn affects workers’ safety behaviours. In addition, according to Zohar (2000), group safety climate which affects workers’ safety violations in a group is based upon
the relative value or importance the supervisor places on
safety as perceived by the workers. From this standpoint,
high quality relationship between supervisors and workers
may contribute to a positive group safety norm within the
crew, which will in turn reduce individuals’ tendency to
safety violations (Maichum et al., 2016). Based on these
points of predicted direct and mediational effects, the following hypothesis is proposed:
H2a: LMX will have a positive correlation with group
safety norm (GSM).
H2b: GSM will have a negative correlation with individuals’ routine safety violations (IRSV).
H2c: GSM will have a negative correlation with individuals’ situational safety violations (ISSV).
H2d: GSM will mediate the relationship between LMX
and workers’ IRSV.
H2e: GSM will mediate the relationship between LMX and
workers’ ISSV.
1.2.3. Perceived behavioural control
Perceived behavioural control (PBC) is defined as the
individuals’ own perception of how easy or difficult it is
to perform a particular behaviour (Mcmillan & Conner,
2010). In other words, it measures the individuals’ perceptions of the presence or absence of the requisite resources or opportunities for performing a specific behaviour
(Mcmillan & Conner, 2010). Previous research by Fugas,
Silva, and Meliá (2012) had confirmed that organizational
or supervisory factors are crucial to the formation of per-
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sonal control over safety onsite. Their research reported
that supervisors’ injunctive safety norms (i.e., one type of
social influence, such as what ought to be done) had positive effects on workers’ PBC regarding workplace safety
(Fugas et al., 2012). In the dynamic construction environment, workers may feel that they are not able to complete
work tasks by following safety procedures and rules because of external factors that are beyond their direct control (Maichum et al., 2016; Sheeran, Trafimow, Finlay, &
Norman, 2002). Lower perceived control will decrease the
likelihood that workers’ engagement of safety behaviours
(Armitage & Christian, 2003; Kohler, Cortina, Kurtessis,
& Golz, 2015). Therefore, if supervisors provide workers
with the necessary resources and supports to deal with
safety issues, namely, a high-quality relationship of LMX
between supervisors and workers (Eisenberger, Stinglhamber, Vandenberghe, Sucharski, & Rhoades, 2002), workers
will feel higher confidence for improving workplace safety
and operate safely correspondingly. Based on these points
of predicted direct and mediational effects, the following
hypotheses are proposed:
H3a: LMX will have a positive correlation with PBC.
H3b: PBC will have a negative correlation with RSV.
H3c: PBC will have a negative correlation with SSV.
H3d: PBC will mediate the relationship between LMX and
workers’ IRSV.
H3e: PBC will mediate the relationship between LMX and
workers’ ISSV
This research aims to provide a better understanding
of the mechanisms by which the LMX shapes the propensity of workers’ safety violations on site. Specifically, this
research develops an integrative model exploring the relationships among the quality of supervisor-member relationship (i.e., LMX), critical personal factors derived from
modified TPB framework (i.e., attitudinal ambivalence toward safety compliance, group safety norm, and perceived
behavioural control), and workers’ safety-related behaviours (i.e., routine and situational safety violations), as illustrated by Figure 1. This model posits that the effects of
LMX on individual workers’ safety violations through the
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mechanism of TPB, namely that the intermediate variables
mediate the relationship between LMX and workers’ routine and situational safety violations.

2. Methodologies
2.1. Measures
2.1.1. Leader-member exchange
LMX describes exchange relationships between leaders
and their subordinates (Schriesheim, Castro, & Cogliser,
1999). The quality of information exchange between supervisors and workers on construction site was assessed
by seven adapted items which were validated by the research of Janssen and Yperen (2004) and Graen and UhlBien (1995). These items featured the interactions between
workers and their immediate supervisors regarding safety
issues. Sample items include “My supervisor understands
my safety problems and needs” and “My supervisor will
use his or her power to help me solve safety problems”.
2.1.2. Attitudinal ambivalence, group safety norm and
perceived behavioural control
The modified TPB framework explained by attitudinal ambivalence toward safety compliance, group safety
norm and perceived behavioural control, is applied to the
prediction of violations. Attitudinal ambivalence toward
safety compliance (AASC) refers to the extent to which an
individual simultaneously holds both positive and negative attitudes toward safety compliance (Cacioppo et al.,
1997). According to Cavazza and Serpe (2009), four items
can be used to measure individuals’ positive and negative
safety attitude separately. There are two positive items,
namely “Wearing personal protective equipment helps me
avoid possible damage”, and “Following safety procedures
makes me feel safe”. By contrast, two reverse items are
also used including “Following safety procedures makes
working more difficult”, and “Wearing personal protective
equipment bothers my daily work”. Finally, an integrated
ambivalence score was calculated using the formula suggested by Ran and Yamamoto (2015), the absolute difference between two components was subtracted from the

Figure 1. This hypothesized model in this research
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average, as shown in Eqn (1). P denotes the total positive
attitude score, and N denotes the total negative attitude
score. Higher scores indicate a higher level of ambivalence.
Attitudinal ambivalence toward safety compliance =

(P + N ) − P − N.

(1)
2
Group safety norm (GSM) refers to the perception regarding whether significant others recognize the behaviour (Altmann & Kroell, 2018). It was measured with another five items based on previous studies (Chan, Wong,
Hon, Lyu, & Javed, 2017; Fugas et al., 2012), which described the degree to which workmates attach importance
to safety behaviours in crew. Sample items include “My
workmates would react strongly against people who break
safety procedures”. “All the people who work in my crew
are fully committed to safety procedures”. “My workmates
often discuss together about safety issues”. A higher score
indicated a higher group norm that an individual worker
perceives within the crew.
The perceived behavioural control (PBC) refers to a
prejudgment of the possibility of performing certain behaviours, it was assessed with a two-item scale developed
by Fugas et al. (2012), including “I feel I don’t have control
over the safety performance on my job”. “For me, working
safely is extremely difficult”. The scores from the reverse
items will be manually reversed before data analyses presented in the following section.
2.1.3. Workers’ safety violations
The questions for assessing both routine and situational
safety violations were adapted from the self-report items
validated by Hansez and Chmiel (2010), Chmiel et al.
(2017) and Laurent, Chmiel, and Hansez (2018). Routine
safety violations were measured with four items, and a
high score indicated a high level of violations. A sample
item is “Occasionally I bend the rules when I know it is
safe to do so”. Situational safety violations were measured
with six items and were reversely scored: a high score indicated a low level of violations. Sample items include “I
always wear personal protective equipment, even when
it’s inconvenient and uncomfortable”. “I always use safety
equipment, even when it’s not easily available”.

2.2. Participants and questionnaire administration
Before the formal investigation, a pilot test was performed
to ensure that question items were applicable for construction workers. A total of 19 workers participated in this
pilot, based on which the initial questionnaire was revised.
For instance, some questions were rephrased to make
them much clearer for workers with a limited education.
The final questionnaire consisted of two parts: general demographic questions including gender, age, years of work
experience, education level, and trade type; and twenty-six
safety-specific questions evaluated on a five-point Likert
scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly
agree). Safety-specific questions were developed to collect

meaningful data that could capture the mediating effect of
the factors hypothesized in Figure 1. Data were collected
from construction-site workers in two large high-rise residential building projects located in Harbin and Shenyang.
The questionnaires were distributed in person to a total of
300 construction workers. Participation was voluntary and
the workers were not required to provide any personal or
identifiable information in the questionnaire. Senior management from both projects provided necessary supports
to facilitate this questionnaire such as emphasizing the
pure academic purpose to their supervisors. Meanwhile,
monetary compensation was provided to respondents who
could answer all questions carefully. Workers who could
not fully understand the questionnaire completed it with
the help of the researchers to ensure the data quality. Finally, a total of 229 valid responses were used in the data
analysis (a response rate of 76.3%) after removing incomplete responses.
According to the statistical analysis among valid respondents, respondents were mostly male (97.4%) due to
the male-dominant workforce in the Chinese construction
industry. Other demographic information was shown in
Figure 2. Specifically, among the respondents, those belonging to the age groups of 30–39 and 40–49 accounted
for the largest proportion of 35.8% and 36.2%. A total of
14.4% of respondents had less than 5 years of work experience in construction, 66% had 6–15 years of experience,
and 19.6% had more than 16 years of work experience in
construction, which indicates that they are very familiar
with the workflow and operating environment. The majority of respondents (69%) had completed primary or junior
high school as their highest education, indicating that the
level of education received by Chinese construction workers is still far from ideal (Liang et al., 2018a). Respondents
were primarily from eight trade types: general (9.2%),
steel (7%), scaffolding (5.7%), concrete (5.2%), carpenter (28.8%), plasterer (9.2%), bricklayer (10%), welding
(8.7%), and others (16.2%).

2.3. Statistical procedures
Based on the collected data, the hypotheses regarding the underlying mechanism through which LMX influences workers’ safety violations, were tested using the structural equation modelling (SEM) procedures. SEM is a comprehensive
statistical method to test hypotheses about relations among
observed and latent variables (Newaz, Davis, Jefferies, & Pillay, 2019). The computer program AMOS v21.0 and SPSS
v18.0 (IBM, Armonk, New York, USA) were employed to
perform statistical analysis and evaluate the overall fit of the
model. Two-stage SEM approach was carried out to verify
the measurement and structural models (Liang et al., 2018a).
First, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted to
verify the reliability and validity of the measurement model. Next, path analysis is used to test the hypotheses of the
structural model, especially the relationships among different
latent variables. Since there is no consensus concerning the
best index for assessing the overall fitness of SEM models
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Figure 2. Statistics analysis in terms of (a) age; (b) work experience; (c) education; (d) trades

(Guo, Yiu, & Gonzalez, 2016), multiple indexes were used
to assess the model fit like previous research (Liang et al.,
2018a). These indexes included the ratio of model chi-square
to the degrees of freedom ( χ2 / df ), the Root Mean Square
Error of Approximation (RMSEA), the Incremental Fit Index
(IFI), the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), and the Comparative
Fit index (CFI). To obtain acceptable model fit, Chi-square/
df should be between 1 and 3, CFI, TLI and IFI should be
greater than 0.90, RMSEA should be less than 0.08 (Newaz
et al., 2019; Shen, Ju, Koh, Rowlinson, & Bridge, 2017).

3. Results

measurement items were statistically significant at the 0.001
level. Table 2 shows the values of Cronbach’s α, composite
reliability (CR), and average variance extracted (AVE) which
were used to assess the construct reliability and convergent
validity. The Cronbach’s α values were all greater than recommended level of 0.70 (Cronbach, 1951), which confirms
strong internal consistency reliability of the constructs. The
AVEs and CRs of all constructs satisfied the threshold values
of AVE of 0.5 (Wu, 2010) and CR of 0.70 (Hair, Anderson,
Tatham, & Black, 1998), respectively, supported the adequate
construct convergence. The discriminant validity of all constructs was verified because the square roots of AVEs of any

3.1. Measurement model assessment
The measurement model assessment aims to verify the construct reliability and validity through the confirmation factor analysis (CFA). During the CFA process, to adapt to the
software environment, some abbreviations were used to represent eight constructs (shown in Table 1). The items with
low factor loading values were deleted to ensure the validity
of the measurement according to the suggestion made by Wu
(2010). The final measurement model with acceptable goodness-of-fit is shown in Figure 3 ( χ2 / df = 1.720; CFI = 0.965;
TLI = 0.953; IFI = 0.965; RMSEA = 0.056). All FL values of

Table 1. Glossary of abbreviations
Abbreviations

Constructs

LMX

Leader-member-exchange

AASC

Attitudinal ambivalence towards safety
compliance

GSM

Group safety norm

PBC

Perceived behavioural control

ISSV

Individuals’ situational safety violations

IRSV

Individuals’ routine safety violations
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics, construct reliability, and convergent validity
Constructs

M

SD

Cronbach’s α

CR

AVE

LMX

4.059

0.653

0.882

0.697

0.569

AASC

2.664

3.091

–

–

–

GSM

4.122

0.692

0.833

0.758

0.636

PBC

3.252

0.681

0.786

0.770

0.651

IRSV

2.402

0.958

0.839

0.749

0.626

ISSV
1.751
0.711
0.896
0.763
0.643
(1) Abbreviations: M = Mean; SD = Standard deviation; CR = Composite reliability; AVE = Average variance extracted.
(2) Note: AASC is a one-indicator construct for which Cronbach’s Alpha, CR, and AVE were not assessed here.
Table 3. The results of discriminant validity
NO.

Constructs

1

1.

LMX

0.754

2

3

4

2.

AASC

–0.351***

–

3.

GSM

0.642***

–0.374***

0.797

4.

PBC

0.221***

–0.453***

0.149

0.807

5.

IRSV

–0.510***

0.621***

–0.423***

–0.640***

5

6

0.791

6.
ISSV
–0.648***
0.433***
–0.796***
–0.161***
0.522***
0.802
(1) Correlations are below the diagonal, and the figures in bold on the diagonal are the square root of the average variance
extracted (AVE) of associated constructs. (2) *** = Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level.

As shown in Table 3, most constructs were significantly correlated (p < 0.001). None of the correlation values exceeded
the threshold value of 0.90, suggesting the absence of multicollinearity (Hair et al., 1998).
two constructs (bold figures in Table 3) were greater than
their inter-construct correlations (Fornell & Larcker, 1981).

Figure 3. Final measurement model generated by AMOS v21
( χ2 / df = 1.720; CFI = 0.965; TLI = 0.953; IFI = 0.965;
RMSEA = 0.056)

3.2. Structural model assessment
After establishing the measurement model, the structural
model assessment was performed. Figure 4 presents the estimated structural model and standardized path coefficients.
The values of fit indices ( χ2 / df = 2.202; CFI = 0.938; TLI =
0.922; IFI = 0.938; RMSEA = 0.073) were all within the recommended limits, suggesting that the hypothesized model
could adequately fit the empirical data.
The corresponding hypothesis can be verified if the
standardized path coefficient in the estimated structural model is significant and in the hypothesized direction (Shen et al., 2017). Specifically, hypotheses H1a, H2a
and H3a proposed that LMX would have a negative correlation with AASC, and positive correlations with GSM
and PBC, respectively. These three hypotheses were supported, and the results suggested LMX had a stronger effect on GSM (standardized path coefficient β = 0.69; p <
0.001) than AASC (β = –0.39; p < 0.001) and PBC (β =
0.26; p < 0.001). Hypotheses H1b and H1c proposed that
AASC would have positive correlations with IRSV and
ISSV. Both hypotheses were supported because two corresponding paths were statistically significant. Next, hypotheses H2b and H2c were supported, and corresponding path coefficients suggested that the GSM has a stronger
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Note: *** p < 0.001, n.s. p > 0.05.
Figure 4. The estimated structural model for total sample of workers ( χ2 / df = 2.202; CFI = 0.938;
TLI = 0.922; IFI = 0.938; RMSEA = 0.073)

effect on ISSV (β = –0.77; p < 0.001) than IRSV (β = –0.29;
p < 0.001). H1d, H1e and H2d, H2e proposed that AASC
and GSM would mediate the relationships between LMX
and both types of individuals’ safety violations. These hypotheses were supported since, in addition to both significant paths from LMX to AASC and GSM, four paths from
AASC and GSM to both types of individuals’ safety violations were also significant. However, hypothesis H3 could
not be verified completely because the direct path from
PBC to ISSV was not significant. Hence, PBC only had a
significant effect on IRSV and only mediated the relationship between LMX and IRSV.

4. Discussion
The paper developed and tested a theoretical model to
examine the mediating mechanisms between LMX and
workers’ safety violations based on the modified TPB
theory. LMX represents mutual trust and commitment
between supervisors and workers, which has been widely
proven to be crucial to workplace safety improvement (Li
et al., 2018). However, there is still limited attentions to
underlying mechanism through which LMX exerts the
effects on workers’ safety-related behaviours on the construction sites. This research proposed a modified TPB
model where traditional univalent construct of safety attitudes was replaced by attitudinal ambivalence, which
could better capture the workers’ conflicting psychology
towards safety violations onsite. As far as we know, this
is the first research that attempts to explore the mediating mechanisms between LMX and workers safety violations (i.e., situational and routine safety violations) from
a modified TPB perceptive. Therefore, this research could
provide some meaningful insights into how to prevent
safety violations in the construction industry. The following parts will discuss the main findings, limitations and
future research in detail.

4.1. The mediating mechanisms between LMX and
safety violations
4.1.1. The mediating effect of AASC
Through hypothesis H1, the research found that AASC
mediated the negative association between LMX and
workers’ safety violations. This indicated that individuals
in a high-quality relationship with their supervisors will
have lower ambivalence towards safety compliance, which
will further decrease the likelihood of performing safety
violations. Construction workers tend to hold both positive and negative attitudes towards workplace safety (i.e.,
attitudinal ambivalence) given the conflicts between perceived costs and potential benefits from following safety
rules (Cavazza & Serpe, 2009). Therefore, in high-quality
exchanges, individuals could receive more resources or
emotional supports for working safely from their supervisors, which could weaken the cost side of the conflict (e.g.,
the supporting environment making safety compliance
earlier), and enhance the benefits (e.g., potential monetary or social incentive), thereby reduce their attitudinal
ambivalence. This is consistent with the previous research
by Liang et al. (2018a, 2018b), which reported that perceived production pressure could increase the extent of individuals’ attitudinal ambivalence, while perceived social
support decreases attitudinal ambivalence. Furthermore,
Individuals with higher attitudinal ambivalence are more
likely to break safety rules because they suffer from more
hesitations which hinder their decisions to work safely (Xu
et al., 2018). The findings are consistent with the research
put forward by Xu et al. (2018), which reported that attitudinal ambivalence have a higher direct effect on workers’
unsafe behaviours than safety attitude (Xu et al., 2018).
Similarly, Cavazza and Serpe (2009) found that attitudinal
ambivalence towards usage of safety equipment mediates
the effect of safety climate on safety violations.
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4.1.2. The mediating effect of GSM
Through hypotheses H2, the research found that GSM
within the crew also mediates the effect LMX on individuals’ safety violations. It indicates that supervisors could
influence workers’ safety behaviours through establishing
a positive group norm regarding safety. Social exchange
theory suggests that mutual trust and commitment between supervisors and workers (i.e., high LMX quality)
will make workers obligated to reciprocate behaviours
that benefit workplace safety (e.g., care about co-workers’
safety within the crew), and thus facilitate the establishment of safety norm within the crew. The findings were
in line with empirical research of Zohar (2002), which argued that leader-workers interactions had a positive correlation with workers’ perception of safety norm within
the workgroup. Furthermore, this research indicated that
safety norm within the crew could have negative effects on
both IRSV and ISSV. This finding could support the previous argument that workers’ safety-related behaviours do
not occur in a vacuum, but rather they are encouraged by
the social context (Didla, Mearns, & Flin, 2009; Friedkin
& Johnsen, 2011).
4.1.3. The mediating effect of PBC
Through hypotheses H3, the research suggested that LMX
could exert negative effects on workers’ safety violations
through individuals’ PBC. PBC reflects individuals’ expectations regarding their capacity of performing safety behaviours onsite (Ajzen, 2002). Individuals in high-quality
relationships with their supervisors could obtain requisite
protective devices or technical guidance from their supervisors, which make them to feel more perceived control
over safety onsite, such as lower conflicts between production and safety. Individuals with higher personal control
tend to be more likely to perform task safely (Fugas et al.,
2012). However, this research found that PBC had a negative correlation with IRSV, while the effect on ISSV is not
significant. This can be explained by that PBC herein was
more about internal factors such as self-efficacy rather
than external behavioural control such as facilitating condition or situational constraints (Ajzen, 1985). This finding suggests that IRSV involves more internal cognitive
processes than the ISSV (Chmiel et al., 2017; Hansez &
Chmiel, 2010).

4.2. The difference between situational and routine
safety violations
This research extends the scope of previous literature
by considering the distinctions between different types
of safety violations (situational and routine). As shown
in Figure 4, three mediating variables have different effects on individuals’ routine and situational violations.
The GSM that describes a supportive environment has a
stronger effect on ISSV (β = –0.77; p < 0.001) than IRSV
(β = –0.29; p < 0.001). This is consistent with previous
finding by Chmiel et al. (2017), which argued that situational violations are more about the social-psychological

processes, and could be predicted by workers’ voluntary
participation in safety activities. By contrast, attitudinal
ambivalence and perceived behavioural control had more
effects on routine safety violations. This findings provide
further evidences that routine safety violations are shaped
via cognitive-generical mechanisms (Chmiel et al., 2017),
where individuals with higher ambivalent attitudes and
lower perceived confidence towards safety were more
likely perform short-cuts during the daily task implementation. These findings support and reinforce the notion
that situational and routine safety violations are different
types of violations with different mediators (Chmiel et al.,
2017; Hansez & Chmiel, 2010).

4.3. Theoretical implications
The findings of this research have theoretical implications
for both leadership influence and occupational safety research. First, current construction safety research primarily focused on organizational or individual factors, while
studies on the supervisors’ leadership at the crew level,
especially supervisor-worker relationship, were relatively
rare. As far as we know, this is the first research which
explored a conceptual model regarding the mediating
mechanism underlying the relationship between LMX
and individual’s safety violations. Therefore, this research
adds meaningful empirical insights from a social exchange
perspective to the construction safety literature. Second,
the results confirmed that individual’s safety violations are
shaped by supervisor-worker relationship quality within
the crew (Fogarty & Shaw, 2010). Furthermore, this research proposed a modified TPB framework by using
attitudinal ambivalence as a novel mediating factor of
safety violations. The findings gave the evidence that the
attitudinal ambivalence plays critical mediating roles between LMX and safety violations. Compared with traditional univalent safety attitude, attitudinal ambivalence is
more appropriate for understanding workers’ psychological hesitation when committing safety violations. From
this standpoint, this research may give new directions to
apply this modified TPB to investigate safety violations
not only for the construction workers, but also for employees in other high-risk industries. Third, our findings
confirmed that situational and routine safety violations
involve different leadership influential processes. Specifically, supervisor-worker relationship influences workers’
routine safety violations mainly through attitudinal ambivalence and perceived behavioural control. By contrast,
supervisor-worker relationship influences workers’ situational safety violations mainly through group safety norm.
This research extended previous literature which focused
on workplace safety that treated safety violation as one
single concept.

4.4. Practical implications
In addition to the theoretical implications, the findings in
this research also have meaningful implications for organizational management practices. First, management should
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give importance to the crew-level measures, especially the
supervisor-worker relationship for eliminating workers’
safety violations onsite. Construction project should firstly
raise awareness among supervisors about critical roles of
supervisor-worker relationships. Then, training programs
should be prepared specifically for frontline supervisors
to enhance their leadership, communication skills and
relationship management capacities, which enable them
to establish mutual respect and trust with their workers (Chih et al., 2017). Second, the modified TPB model
serves as a guideline for frontline supervisors to pay more
attentions to reducing workers’ attitudinal ambivalence,
strengthening workers’ perceived behavioural control and
promoting group safety norm, through which supervisorworker relationship quality could eventually prevent safety
violations onsite. Third, the findings indicated that the effects of supervisor-worker relationship on two types of
safety violations (i.e., routine and situational) took place
differently through above three mediating variables. Specially, for preventing routine safety violations, supervisors
should be consistent to be “safety first” principle, instead
of compromising safety under schedule or cost pressures,
so as to reduce worker attitudinal ambivalence (Xu et al.,
2018). Supervisors should also conduct safety training and
communication, which ensure workers to be capable to
balance conflicting work objectives (Liang et al., 2018a).
For preventing situational violations, supervisors should
create a supportive environment by demonstrating that
they care about the safety issues to promote the formation
of a great group norm, since the group norm is negatively
related to workers’ situational safety violations. The findings of this research will provide an important direction
for optimizing management strategies and reducing the
occurrence of different types of safety violations.

4.5. Limitations and future research
Despite the theoretical and practical contributions, as with
any study, there are limitations to this one, many of which
set the stage for additional research. First, the cross-sectional
research design might limit the causal inferences on the relationships among LMX, three TPB variables and workers’
safety violations. We argue that this problem should be minimal because the conceptual model is established based on
reliable theories (e.g., social exchange theory and the TPB),
and previous empirical research. Second, although participation was anonymous by nature, the self-reported data might
have reduced the accuracy of safety violation measures considering the possibility of underreporting their safety violations. The third limitation of this study involves common
method variance (CMV). A self-reported measure may raise
the possibility that CMV may have spuriously produced the
observed relationships. However, CMV is not a significant
problem within our study considering the absence of multicollinearity. The CMV problem could be further verified
by comparing a 1-factor (i.e., all items loaded on a common
factor) model to the 6-factor model. The confirmatory fac-
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tor analysis showed that the proposed 6-factor model provided a significantly better fit ( χ2 / df = 1.720; CFI = 0.965;
TLI = 0.953; IFI = 0.965; RMSEA = 0.056) than the 1-factor model ( χ2 / df = 6.608; CFI = 0.685; TLI = 0.636; IFI =
0.687; RMSEA = 0.157), meeting the criteria of the Harmon
test (Podsakoff & Organ, 1986). Thus, the influence of CMV
should be minimal. Nonetheless, multisource data from supervisor- or coworker-reported and self-reported measures
is recommended for future research. Forth, the proposed
modified TPB model could better explain workers’ conflicting psychology when committing safety violations, while this
model did not add univalent safety attitude simultaneously
in the interest of model parsimony. It could be supported
empirical research of Xu et al. (2018), which found attitudinal
ambivalence has much stronger direct effects on construction
workers’ safety violation intention than safety attitude does
(Xu et al., 2018). In the future, an integrative TPB model that
considers both safety attitude and attitudinal ambivalence is
suggested to give further empirical evidences about the differences between safety attitude and attitudinal ambivalence
in predicting safety violations. The fifth limitation is that the
influences of national culture on construction workers’ safety
behaviour weren’t taken into account, since different values
and beliefs may exist in different nations and influenced
workers’ safety behaviours (Mearns & Yule, 2009). In addition, we did not consider the role of individual’s differences
within the model. In future research, it’s needed to further
explore the moderating effects of individuals’ differences
(e.g. personal traits (Ilies, Scott, & Judge, 2006)) to better understand the effect of safety violations among construction
workers.

Conclusions
To the best of our knowledge, this research was the first
to investigate the underlying mechanism of supervisor’s
impact on individual’s safety violations through TPB. A
theoretical model was established based on the questionnaire survey. The research has determined that individuals’ safety violations are related to the social environment
especially the interactions with their supervisors rather
than a simply personal behaviour. The final model suggested that the quality of the relationship between supervisors and workers had an indirect effect on individuals’
safety behaviours through the mediation mechanism of
modified TPB including attitudinal ambivalence, group
norm and perceived behavioural control. Furthermore,
our findings confirmed the distinctions between situational and routine safety violations. According to the results,
the influence of supervisors on situational safety violations
was mainly mediated by group norm, while routine safety
violations was mainly affected through the perceived behavioural control and attitudinal ambivalence. This paper
provided practical insights into how to prevent the occurrence of different types of safety violations. The integrative
model also formed a theoretical basis for safety management and strategies.
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